Emotion and action: the effect of fear on saccadic performance.
According to evolutionary accounts, emotions originated to prepare an organism for action (Darwin 1872; Frijda 1986). To investigate this putative relationship between emotion and action, we examined the effect of an emotional stimulus on oculomotor actions controlled by the superior colliculus (SC), which has connections with subcortical structures involved in the perceptual prioritization of emotion, such as the amygdala through the pulvinar. The pulvinar connects the amygdala to cells in the SC responsible for the speed of saccade execution, while not affecting the spatial component of the saccade. We tested the effect of emotion on both temporal and spatial signatures of oculomotor functioning using a gap-distractor paradigm. Changes in spatial programming were examined through saccadic curvature in response to a remote distractor stimulus, while changes in temporal execution were examined using a fixation gap manipulation. We show that following the presentation of a task-irrelevant fearful face, the temporal but not the spatial component of the saccade generation system was affected.